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The collection, archiving, and official maintenance of Finnish geographical and personal names was reorganized after the Second Conference on the Standardization of Geographical Names organized by the United Nations. In 1976 the private Finnish Name Archives ceased operations, with its tasks being assumed by the Office for Finnish Onomastics of the Finnish Research Centre for the Domestic Languages which was established at that time and is sponsored by the government. Work concerning the Swedish names in Finland became the responsibility of the Office for the Swedish Language of the Research Centre. A board for the Lappish (Sami) language functions as an organ providing linguistic expertise in matters concerning the Lappish names in Finland.

The Office for Finnish Onomastics has a personnel of 10 (8 linguists and 2 historians); the Onomastics Division of the Office for the Swedish Languages has a personnel of 2 (linguists).

Address: Kotimaisten kielten tutkimuskeskus (Finnish Research Centre for the Domestic Languages), Liisank. 16 A 2, 00170 Helsinki 17, Finland.

National standardization

a) Field collection of names

Finnish names. About 293,000 new cards were added to the toponymy collections during the period 1972 - 1976. Besides listing the standardized form of the toponym, each card also lists it according to the local dialect, its location (commune, village, farmstead, and geographical index on a 1:20,000 scale map), in addition to providing a brief explanation of the entity as well as any possible explanations of the etymology or linguistic elements contained in the toponym, the history of the location, etc. In gathering names, efforts are made to record all that are extant, this including the names of small topographical features. The field workers are researchers with a good background in linguistics. The Research Centre grants some 50 - 60 stipends annually for the collection of Finnish names; one stipend is sufficient for approximately a month and it usually results in a collection of six to seven hundred cards.

In the beginning of 1977 the toponymy collections contained approximately 2,000,000 cards. It has been estimated that approximately 80 % of existing
Finnish names have been collected. The onomastics collections are intended to serve the needs of both scientific research and normative maintenance.

**Swedish names.** During the period 1972 - 1976 a total of ca. 33,000 new cards were collected in the Swedish language areas of Finland. At the beginning of 1977 the collections contained about 195,000 cards in all. It has been estimated that approximately 85% of existing Swedish names in Finland have been collected. The Research Centre grants six or seven monthly stipends. The collection of the Swedish names in Finland is expected to be completed in five or six years.

**Lappish (Sami) names.** Lappish names are to be found only in the three northernmost communes of Finland. The onomastics collections contain 6,600 cards with Lappish names. Some of the names have not yet been standardized, because there is as yet no officially sanctioned norm for the Lappish literary language of Sweden, Norway, and Finland.

The field collection and standardization of names is being continued during the summer of 1977 in the areas in which all three languages are spoken.

**b) Treatment of names**

The Office for Finnish Onomastics and the Office for the Swedish Language have continued the maintenance of toponyms: they provided state and local officials with authoritative opinion in matters concerning proposals for new official names and alterations of names, in addition to having checked the names on a total of 800 new sheets of the Basic Map (approx. 220,000 names) during the period 1972 - 1976. The National Board of Survey completed the topographical work for the Basic Map in 1975, and the printing will be completed in 1977. The Basic Map will contain a total of approximately 750,000 names, so it will be of fundamental importance from the standpoint of the maintenance of names. The map will be continuously updated and when new editions of it are made the names appearing in it will be reviewed. The names appearing in small scale maps (road maps, for example 1:200,000 or 1:400,000) are based on the Basic Map. Maps compiled by the National Board of Survey may be ordered from the address: The Map Service of the National Board of Survey, Eteläesplanadi 10, 00130 Helsinki 13, Finland.

/.../
c) Treatment of names in bilingual areas

There are two official languages in Finland: Finnish and Swedish. A commune is bilingual if at least 10% of the population speaks the other language. (There are approx. 300,000 speakers of Swedish in Finland, a figure amounting to 6.5% of the population.) On the maps, street signs, road markers, etc. of bilingual areas the name first appears in the majority language, then in the minority one. When the linguistic proportions prevailing in a community change the order of the names is changed. The Lappish language does not have the status of an official language (there are approximately 2,300 speakers of Lappish in Finland, a figure amounting to 0.5% of the population), but efforts are made in the practical maintenance of names to protect Lappish names by following the same principles which are used in those communes where Swedish is spoken as a minority language.

Training and Instruction

In accordance with the recommendations of the Second United Nations Conference on the Standardization of Geographical Names and within the framework of the program for Finnish Aid to the Developing Countries two Tanzanian specialists spent two months in 1973 familiarizing themselves with the organization of research, maintenance, and instruction in the mother language as it exists in Finland. They spent some of their time in acquainting themselves with the principles of onomastic maintenance and field work. Representatives of certain other African countries have made brief visits to the onomastics office and The National Board of Survey. Clarification of the work and principles of operation followed by the onomastics office has also been given by mail.

Gazeteers and other publications

In 1974 The National Board of Survey published the Finnish Postal Map and the Index of Place Names. Together, they are an extensive source of data for location of about 2,000 physical and 12,000 cultural features in Finland, including lakes, rivers, peatlands, towns, boroughs, rural districts, post offices and railway stations. The index takes into account the recommendations of the United Nations conferences on the standardization of geographical names (Geneva 1967
and London 1972). The classification and symbols used were devised especially with international use in mind. The index includes more features than could be placed on the postal map. The index can also be used with the Notoring Road Map and Road Map of Finland, which have the same graticule and references.

It is often necessary to locate post offices in everyday life, so post office presentation has been given considerable emphasis both on the map and in the index, though it was not possible to include all offices. The data on the map and in the index correspond to the conditions on 1st February, 1974. Here is a sample from the beginning of the gazetteer, and here are the instructions for its use (see pp. 6 and 7).

In 1976 there was published a special name issue of Kielikello \(^2\), a publication edited by the Finnish Research Centre for the Domestic Languages. Containing 32 pages and having gone through a publication run of 25,000 copies, it is intended as a guide for the orthography and standardization of Finnish toponyms. It also contains the names of countries in the recommended Finnish form. In 1976 the Finnish Association for Standardization published a list of the codes for the representation of names of countries \(^3\), the basis of which is the "United Nations Standard Country Code. United Nations publ. XVII.70.13(UND ST/STAT/SER.M./49)". This publication represents an effort to standardize both the codes and the orthography of the complete names of countries in the Finnish language. In drawing up the publication authoritative opinion in matters pertaining to onomastics was provided by the Finnish Geographical Society, and by the Office for Finnish Onomastics in the Research Centre for the Domestic Languages. A publication containing the Finnish and Swedish terminology used in onomastic research in Finland appeared in 1974 \(^4\). Since 1972 nothing of significance has been published concerning exonyms, but efforts have been made to follow the list of names and the general principles published in accordance with the recommendations of the First United Nations Conference on Standardization (Terra 69, 81:2) \(^5\) in most school atlases and encyclopedias. This has established the use in Finnish of exonyms in accordance with recommendations in addition to limiting their increase.
International cooperation

Together with the other Nordic countries Finland has clarified the terminological questions linked with onomastic research and drawn up plans for the utilization of automatic data processing in onomastic archiving and research. A Nordic symposium dealing with the protection and maintenance of names, as well as with the planning of names for new urban areas will be held in Helsinki in September 1977. It will have a direct bearing on the standardization of names.

1 Postal map of Finland and the index of Place Names. National Board of Survey. Helsinki 1974


3 Codes for the representation of names of countries. Suomen Standardisoihmisliitto. Helsinki 1976
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L 53 Åkenusajoki ♂
L 53 Åkenustunturi ▲
H 04 Åkolan O
K 31 Åasijärvi ♂
K 31 Åasistunturi ▲
V 28 Åkkokkoski ♂
K 27 Ånapajoki O ♀ 95650
K 31 Ånapajärvi O ♀ 98670
K 27 Ånapajärvi O♀
S 15 Åapeloa O ♂ 71810
F 04 Åsaluoto ▲
U 31 Åaitinginkoki O ♂
U 30 Åaisinkki O
J 28 Åavasaka O ♀ 95620 ♀
J 28 Åavasaka ▲
O 04 Åbuorfor (Ahvenkoski) O ♂ 07960
M 13 Åhde O
M 04 Åho O ♀
U 23 Åholoa O ♂ 89730
R 15 Åhiolaiti O
R 15 Åhiolaiti ♂ 71760 (Åhiolaiti) MAANINKA
F 06 Ahlainen (Alakylä) ♀ / Ahlainen ♂ 29700
J 07 Åhiisjärvi O
P 21 Åhmo O ♂ 95660 ♀
O 21 Åhmajärvi O
V 33 Åhmantuuri ▲
G 08 Ahmas O
X 17 Åhmasaara O
K 03 Åmo O
K 05 Åmoonga ♂ ♀ 63650 (Åamo)
X 15 Åmonsaar O ♂ ♀ 73330
M 14 Aho ♂ 42610 (Åho-Vestinkä)
S 28 Aho O
K 06 Aloinen O
P 18 Alkylä O ♂ 52620
X 20 Alkula O
V 15 Alku O
T 27 Ahola O
V 23 Ahola O
U 10 Aholahti ♀ ♀
T 16 Aholansaari ♀ ♀
U 29 Aholansaaraa O ♀ 98770
S 06 Ahonmäki ♂ 54490 (Murola)
A 07 Ahos-Nikki ♀
H 14 Ahokylä ♀
V 13 Ahokylä ♂ ♀ 63480
L 20 Ahoperä O ♀
K 12 Ahoperä ♀
Y 15 Ahovaaera ♀
M 14 Ahovasinkki ♀ ♀
P 37 Ahpassuotodoorak (Appistunturi) ▲
N 06 Ahiala O ♀
J 04 Ahiala ♀
L 06 Ahiala ♂ 14160 (Löytymäki)
P 08 Ahvenainen ♂ 52980 (Ahvenisto) MANTYHARJU
B 03 Ahvenanmaa (Åland) ♀ ♀
A 02 Ahvenanmerri (Ålands hav) ♂
A 04 Ahvenanramma (Södra Kvarken) ♂ < Ahvenanmerri>
Y 14 Ahveninen O ♂ 81260
P 14 Ahveninen ♂
O 14 Ahveninen ♀
K 06 Ahvenisto ♂
P 08 Ahvenisto O
T 38 Ahvenjärvi O
O 04 Ahvenkoski (Ahborfor) ♂ 07960
F 04 Ahvensaari (Åvensor) O ♀
T 11 Ahvensalmi O ♂ 85140
T 30 Ahvenselkä ♂ 98630
P 11 Ahventuiala O
H 08 Ahvenus ♂ ♀
L 33 Ahvenvuomaa ♀
P 05 Ahvio O ♂ 46950
U 09 Ahvosensaari O ♀
I 03 Aikala O ♂ 25650
V 27 Aikkila O ♂ 83820 (Rukaäijärvi)
E 38 Allakkaajärvi (Allahasjavri) O
E 38 Allakkaavaara (Allahasvarri) ♀
N 40 Alligas ♀
R 42 Alligas ♀
E 38 Allahasjavri (Allakkejärvi) ♂
E 38 Allahasvarri (Allakkavaara) ♀
M 10 Alin O ♂ 86500
J 18 Alin O
M 19 Alinalajärvi ♀
L 18 Alinastola O ♂ 85650 (Altopera)
R 13 Allakka O ♂ 71490 ♀
F 04 Alismaa ♀
G 04 Alirsta (Estar) ♂
M 06 Allola ♀
R 16 Alisäkä ♀
P 27 Allakumpu O ♂ 97740
K 31 Allamäenläppi ♀ ♀
J 09 Allalahti O
P 06 Altonmäki ♂ 45270 ♀
I 11 Allomeva ♀
J 09 Allonmäki ♀
K 08 Alloo O ♂ 36720
P 04 Allotarppi ♀
H 04 Allotalo O ♂ 21580 (Finkulla)
F 08 Allotaluoto ♀
S 28 Alliomi O ♂ 97860
O 41 Allijoki O
O 17 Allijärvi O ♂ 74740 ♀
P 24 Alljärvi O
R 17 Allikoski O ♂ 74310
U 22 Allikoski O
U 22 Allikoski ♂
S 22 Allikylä O
X 10 Allilahti O
P 06 Allomäki ♀
KORPOPO
SAVONLINNA
SALLA
KANGASNIEMI
KOKEMÄKI
KITTILA
ANJALI
SAVONLINNA
KISSO
KUUSAMO
ENONTIE
ENONTIE
UTSJOKI
UTSJOKI
ENONTIE
ENONTIE
HAAPAVESI
HIMANKA
HAAPAVESI
NIVALA
KARITULA
RYMÄTYLÄ
KARKOLA
RANUA
KOLARI
TAMPERE
VALKEALA
KIHNO
TAMPERE
LUOPIOINEN
KOTKA
SAVOU
PORI
UTSJOKI
KIUUVESI
PUDASJARVI
SONKAJARVI
SUOMUSALI
SUOMUSALI
PUOLANPÄÄ
KESALUHTI
VALKEALA